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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a lithographic
scanning projection apparatus comprising:

- a radiation system for supplying a projection beam
of radiation;

- a support structure for supporting patterning means,
the patterning means serving to pattern the projec-
tion beam according to a desired pattern;

- a substrate table for holding a substrate; and
- a projection system for projecting the patterned

beam onto a target portion of the substrate.

[0002] The term "patterning means" as here employed
should be broadly interpreted as referring to means that
can be used to endow an incoming radiation beam with
a patterned cross-section, corresponding to a pattern that
is to be created in a target portion of the substrate; the
term "light valve" can also be used in this context. Gen-
erally, the said pattern will correspond to a particular func-
tional layer in a device being created in the target portion,
such as an integrated circuit or other device (see below).
Examples of such patterning means include:

- A mask. The concept of a mask is well known in
lithography, and it includes mask types such as bi-
nary, alternating phase-shift, and attenuated phase-
shift, as well as various hybrid mask types. Place-
ment of such a mask in the radiation beam causes
selective transmission (in the case of a transmissive
mask) or reflection (in the case of a reflective mask)
of the radiation impinging on the mask, according to
the pattern on the mask. In the case of a mask, the
support structure will generally be a mask table,
which ensures that the mask can be held at a desired
position in the incoming radiation beam, and that it
can be moved relative to the beam if so desired.

- A programmable mirror array. One example of such
a device is a matrix-addressable surface having a
viscoelastic control layer and a reflective surface.
The basic principle behind such an apparatus is that
(for example) addressed areas of the reflective sur-
face reflect incident light as diffracted light, whereas
unaddressed areas reflect incident light as undif-
fracted light. Using an appropriate filter, the said un-
diffracted light can be filtered out of the reflected
beam, leaving only the diffracted light behind; in this
manner, the beam becomes patterned according to
the addressing pattern of the matrix-addressable
surface. An alternative embodiment of a program-
mable mirror array employs a matrix arrangement of
tiny mirrors, each of which can be individually tilted
about an axis by applying a suitable localized electric
field, or by employing piezoelectric actuation means.
Once again, the mirrors are matrix-addressable,
such that addressed mirrors will reflect an incoming
radiation beam in a different direction to unad-

dressed mirrors; in this manner, the reflected beam
is patterned according to the addressing pattern of
the matrix-addressable mirrors. The required matrix
addressing can be performed using suitable elec-
tronic means. In both of the situations described
hereabove, the patterning means can comprise one
or more programmable mirror arrays. More informa-
tion on mirror arrays as here referred to can be
gleaned, for example, from United States Patents
US 5,296,891 and US 5,523,193, and PCT patent
applications WO 98/38597 and WO 98/33096. In the
case of a programmable mirror array, the said sup-
port structure may be embodied as a frame or table,
for example, which may be fixed or movable as re-
quired.

- A programmable LCD array. An example of such a
construction is given in United States Patent US
5,229,872. As above, the support structure in this
case may be embodied as a frame or table, for ex-
ample, which may be fixed or movable as required.

For purposes of simplicity, the rest of this text may, at
certain locations, specifically direct itself to examples in-
volving a mask and mask table; however, the general
principles discussed in such instances should be seen
in the broader context of the patterning means as here-
above set forth.
[0003] Lithographic projection apparatus can be used,
for example, in the manufacture of integrated circuits
(ICs). In such a case, the patterning means may generate
a circuit pattern corresponding to an individual layer of
the IC, and this pattern can be imaged onto a target por-
tion (e.g. comprising one or more dies) on a substrate
(silicon wafer) that has been coated with a layer of radi-
ation-sensitive material (resist). In general, a single wafer
will contain a whole network of adjacent target portions
that are successively irradiated via the projection system,
one at a time. In current apparatus, employing patterning
by a mask on a mask table, a distinction can be made
between two different types of machine. In one type of
lithographic projection apparatus, each target portion is
irradiated by exposing the entire mask pattern onto the
target portion in one go; such an apparatus is commonly
referred to as a wafer stepper. In an alternative apparatus
- commonly referred to as a step-and-scan apparatus -
each target portion is irradiated by progressively scan-
ning the mask pattern under the projection beam in a
given reference direction (the "scanning" direction) while
synchronously scanning the substrate table parallel or
anti-parallel to this direction; since, in general, the pro-
jection system will have a magnification factor M (gener-
ally < 1), the speed V at which the substrate table is
scanned will be a factor M times that at which the mask
table is scanned. More information with regard to litho-
graphic devices as here described can be gleaned, for
example, from US 6,046,792.
[0004] In a manufacturing process using a lithographic
projection apparatus, a pattern (e.g. in a mask) is imaged
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onto a substrate that is at least partially covered by a
layer of radiation-sensitive material (resist). Prior to this
imaging step, the substrate may undergo various proce-
dures, such as priming, resist coating and a soft bake.
After exposure, the substrate may be subjected to other
procedures, such as a post-exposure bake (PEB), de-
velopment, a hard bake and measurement/inspection of
the imaged features. This array of procedures is used as
a basis to pattern an individual layer of a device, e.g. an
IC. Such a patterned layer may then undergo various
processes such as etching, ion-implantation (doping),
metallization, oxidation, chemo-mechanical polishing,
etc., all intended to finish off an individual layer. If several
layers are required, then the whole procedure, or a var-
iant thereof, will have to be repeated for each new layer.
Eventually, an array of devices will be present on the
substrate (wafer). These devices are then separated
from one another by a technique such as dicing or saw-
ing, whence the individual devices can be mounted on a
carrier, connected to pins, etc. Further information re-
garding such processes can be obtained, for example,
from the book "Microchip Fabrication: A Practical Guide
to Semiconductor Processing", Third Edition, by Peter
van Zant, McGraw Hill Publishing Co., 1997, ISBN
0-07-067250-4.
[0005] For the sake of simplicity, the projection system
may hereinafter be referred to as the "lens"; however,
this term should be broadly interpreted as encompassing
various types of projection system, including refractive
optics, reflective optics, and catadioptric systems, for ex-
ample. The radiation system may also include compo-
nents operating according to any of these design types
for directing, shaping or controlling the projection beam
of radiation, and such components may also be referred
to below, collectively or singularly, as a "lens". Further,
the lithographic apparatus may be of a type having two
or more substrate tables (and/or two or more mask ta-
bles). In such "multiple stage" devices the additional ta-
bles may be used in parallel, or preparatory steps may
be carried out on one or more tables while one or more
other tables are being used for exposures. Twin stage
lithographic apparatus are described, for example, in US
5,969,441 and WO 98/40791.
[0006] Lithographic projection apparatus and methods
are known in which two masks and two exposures are
used for the application of, for instance, dipole illumina-
tion in two orientations matched to critical features in said
two orientations. Another example of such a two-mask
two-exposure approach is the application of dipole illu-
mination for printing dense features with small pitches,
and the application annular illumination for the printing
of semi-dense to isolated features with pitches larger
than the pitches of said dense features. As in the previous
example, the two corresponding exposures are executed
consecutively in order to obtain a combined exposure.
Both examples of such "double exposure" applications
have specific advantages. In the first example the reso-
lution in said two orientations can be improved over the

resolution obtainable with, for instance, single exposure
quadrupole illumination. In the second example, optical
proximity correction methods can be chosen independ-
ently for the two exposures. This extra degree of freedom
can be used to alleviate the problem of variation, as a
function of pitch, of the dimension of printed features.
Further information regarding such double exposure ap-
plications can be obtained, for example, from European
Patent Applications 00308528.9 published as EP 109
1252 A and 00310368.6. While such apparatus and
methods benefit from improved performance compared
to conventional apparatus and methods, a disadvantage
is that they require twice as many exposures as conven-
tional apparatus and methods, which consequently sub-
stantially halves the throughput.
[0007] US 6,153,357 discloses a lithographic step and
repeat apparatus in which light from a light source is split
into two beams that are patterned by separate portions
of a mask (namely it has a radiation system for providing
a first projection beam of radiation and a means for pro-
viding a supplementary projection beam of radiation).
The two patterned beams are combined and projected,
in overlapping registry, onto the substrate on a substrate
table by a projection system. By changing the individual
optical lengths for the two beams to reach the mask, a
phase difference between them is introduced.
[0008] EP 855 623 A discloses a lithographic scanning
projection apparatus according to the preamble of claim
1.
[0009] JP 3-183115 A discloses a 1 to 1 scanning lith-
ographic apparatus in which two masks with the same
pattern are simultaneously projected for voting purposes.
[0010] It is an object of the present invention to provide
lithographic projection apparatus and methods that can
combine two different mask exposures without substan-
tially reducing throughput.
[0011] This and other objects are achieved according
to the invention in a lithographic apparatus according to
claim 1.
[0012] For ease of reference we will, hereafter, refer
to said radiation system as "first radiation system" and
said supplementary radiation system as "second radia-
tion system". Similarly, we will refer to said projection
beam of radiation, said patterning means, and said pat-
tern as "first projection beam of radiation", "first patterning
means", and "first pattern", respectively, and to said sup-
plementary projection beam of radiation, said supple-
mentary patterning means, and said supplementary pat-
tern as "second projection beam of radiation", "second
patterning means", and "second pattern", respectively.
[0013] This apparatus is advantageous because it al-
lows two different patterns to be projected onto the sub-
strate simultaneously, providing the performance bene-
fits of double exposure methods without substantially in-
creasing the throughput time of the process.
[0014] A single long-stroke actuator is used for posi-
tioning the support structure and first and second short-
stroke actuators are used to position the first and second
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patterning means, respectively, relative to the support
structure. This ensures that overlay errors between the
first and second beams can be avoided and permits sep-
arate adjustment of each patterning means to take ac-
count of, for example, the surface imperfections of each
patterning means.
[0015] The use of a single support structure for sup-
porting the first patterning means and the second patter-
ing means allows the first and second patterning means
to be simultaneously translated in the scanning direction
using a single actuator. This reduces the possible align-
ment errors of the two exposures with respect to each
other, reduces the complexity of the apparatus itself since
it is not necessary to synchronize two separate scanning
support structures, and reduces the cost of the apparatus
since it avoids duplication of structures.
[0016] The two patterning means may be supported
on the support structure such that the major face of the
first and second patterning means are substantially mu-
tually orthogonal in order to facilitate the projection of the
two patterned beams onto the substrate.
[0017] Preferably, the projection system of the appa-
ratus combines said first and second patterned beams
and projects the combined beam onto the target portion
of the substrate. This allows many of the components of
the projection system to be shared, reducing both the
cost and the possibility of errors.
[0018] In a further preferred embodiment, the first and
second projection beams, supplied by separate radiation
systems, are plane polarized beams which are, upon tra-
versing the first and second patterning means respec-
tively, combined using a polarizing beam-combiner. The
layout of commercially available polarizing beam com-
biners usually is such that the beams that are to be com-
bined shall be mutually orthogonal. Hence, it may be pre-
ferred to arrange the radiation systems and the patterning
means in such a way that the patterned beams propagate
in mutually orthogonal directions towards the beam com-
biner.
[0019] According to a further aspect of the invention
there is provided a device manufacturing method accord-
ing to claim 12.
[0020] Although specific reference may be made in this
text to the use of the apparatus according to the invention
in the manufacture of ICs, it should be explicitly under-
stood that such an apparatus has many other possible
applications. For example, it may be employed in the
manufacture of integrated optical systems, guidance and
detection patterns for magnetic domain memories, liquid-
crystal display panels, thin-film magnetic heads, etc. The
skilled artisan will appreciate that, in the context of such
alternative applications, any use of the terms "reticle",
"wafer" or "die" in this text should be considered as being
replaced by the more general terms "mask", "substrate"
and "target portion", respectively.
[0021] In the present document, the terms "radiation"
and "beam" are used to encompass all types of electro-
magnetic radiation, including ultraviolet radiation (e.g.

with a wavelength of 365, 248, 193, 157 or 126 nm) and
EUV (extreme ultra-violet radiation, e.g. having a wave-
length in the range 5-20 nm), as well as particle beams,
such as ion beams or electron beams.
[0022] Embodiments of the invention will now be de-
scribed, by way of example only, with reference to the
accompanying schematic drawings in which:

Figure 1 depicts a lithographic projection according
to an embodiment of the invention;
Figure 2 depicts a schematic arrangement of the
present invention;
Figure 3 depicts a patterning means support struc-
ture of the present invention;
Figure 4 shows an embodiment where the first and
second projection beam of radiation are supplied by
a single radiation source;
Figure 5 depicts a beamsplitter comprising a plurality
of beamsplitters arranged in parallel.

[0023] In the Figures, corresponding reference sym-
bols indicate corresponding parts.

Embodiment 1

[0024] Figure 1 schematically depicts a lithographic
projection apparatus according to a particular embodi-
ment of the invention. The apparatus comprises:

· a radiation system Ex, IL, for supplying a projection
beam PB of radiation (e.g. UV radiation), which in
this particular case also comprises a radiation source
LA;
· a first object table (mask table) MT provided with a
mask holder for holding a mask MA (e.g. a reticle),
and connected to first positioning means for accu-
rately positioning the mask with respect to item PL;
· a second object table (substrate table) WT provided
with a substrate holder for holding a substrate W
(e.g. a resist-coated silicon wafer), and connected
to second positioning means for accurately position-
ing the substrate with respect to item PL;
· a projection system ("lens") PL (e.g. a refractive
lens system) for imaging an irradiated portion of the
mask MA onto a target portion C (e.g. comprising
one or more dies) of the substrate W.

As here depicted, the apparatus is of a transmissive type
(e.g. has a transmissive mask). However, in general, it
may also be of a reflective type, for example (e.g. with a
reflective mask). Alternatively, the apparatus may em-
ploy another kind of patterning means, such as a pro-
grammable mirror array of a type as referred to above.
[0025] The source LA (e.g. an excimer laser) produces
a beam of radiation. This beam is fed into an illumination
system (illuminator) IL, either directly or after having tra-
versed conditioning means, such as a beam expander
Ex, for example. The illuminator IL may comprise adjust-
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ing means AM for setting the outer and/or inner radial
extent (commonly referred to as σ-outer and σ-inner, re-
spectively) of the intensity distribution in the beam. In
addition, it will generally comprise various other compo-
nents, such as an integrator IN and a condenser CO. In
this way, the beam PB impinging on the mask MA has a
desired uniformity and intensity distribution in its cross-
section.
[0026] It should be noted with regard to Figure 1 that
the source LA may be within the housing of the litho-
graphic projection apparatus (as is often the case when
the source LA is a mercury lamp, for example), but that
it may also be remote from the lithographic projection
apparatus, the radiation beam which it produces being
led into the apparatus (e.g. with the aid of suitable direct-
ing mirrors); this latter scenario is often the case when
the source LA is an excimer laser. The current invention
and Claims encompass both of these scenarios.
[0027] The beam PB subsequently intercepts the
mask MA, which is held on a mask table MT. Having
traversed the mask MA, the beam PB passes through
the lens PL, which focuses the beam PB onto a target
portion C of the substrate W. With the aid of the second
positioning means (and interferometric measuring
means IF), the substrate table WT can be moved accu-
rately, e.g. so as to position different target portions C in
the path of the beam PB. Similarly, the first positioning
means can be used to accurately position the mask MA
with respect to the path of the beam PB, e.g. after me-
chanical retrieval of the mask MA from a mask library, or
during a scan. Movement of the object tables MT, WT is
realized with the aid of a long-stroke module (coarse po-
sitioning) and a short-stroke module (fine positioning),
which are not explicitly depicted in Figure 1.
[0028] The depicted apparatus can be used in the fol-
lowing mode:
[0029] In scan mode, the mask table MT is movable in
a given direction (the so-called "scan direction", e.g. the
y direction) with a speed v, so that the projection beam
PB is caused to scan over a mask image; concurrently,
the substrate table WT is simultaneously moved in the
same or opposite direction at a speed V = Mv, in which
M is the magnification of the lens PL which is less than
1 (typically, M = 1/4 or 1/5). In this manner, a relatively
large target portion C can be exposed, without having to
compromise on resolution.
[0030] Figure 2 shows a schematic arrangement of an
apparatus according to a first aspect of the present in-
vention. The general operation is the same as described
above, with reference to Figure 1, and will therefore not
be repeated.
[0031] The apparatus shown in Figure 2 has a first ra-
diation system 1 and a second radiation system 11, sup-
plying a first projection beam of radiation 4 and a second
projection beam of radiation 14, respectively. Each of the
radiation systems 1 and 11 comprises an element IL, and
may comprise an element Ex, as described above and
shown in Figure 1. The radiation systems 1 and 11 are

not necessarily identical. For instance, if the radiation is
produced by a single source, the optical path lengths
between the source and the entrances of the two radia-
tion systems may not be equal, resulting in different pro-
jection beam cross sections at these entrances. This dif-
ference may in turn necessitate the use of, for instance,
beam expanders such as Ex in Figure 1, featuring differ-
ent beam expansion factors in order to compensate for
the difference in said cross-section. However, in general,
the two radiation systems can be substantial duplicates
of each other. Each radiation system may comprise ad-
justing means such as, for instance, element AM in Figure
1 for setting the values of σ-inner and σ-outer, or an ad-
justable element for generating a multipole illumination
mode, for example. The settings of the adjustments of
the first radiation system may differ from the settings of
the adjustments of the second radiation system so as to,
independently of each other, optimize the lithographic
quality of the projected image of the first and second pat-
tern, respectively.
[0032] The projection beams 4, 14 are patterned by a
first mask 2 and second mask 12, respectively, to pro-
duce patterned radiation beams 24, 224. In the projection
system 20, the first and second patterned radiation
beams pass through lenses 3, 13, respectively, and are
combined in a polarizing beam-combiner 21 (which is a
polarizing beam-splitter, used in reverse). The lenses 3
and 13 may each be used to compensate for (or, if pos-
sible, to correct) anomalies of the patterned beams 24
and 224, respectively, with the advantage that compen-
sation (or correction) of the first patterned beam can be
effectuated without necessarily affecting the second pat-
terned beam, and vice versa. However, if there is no need
for such compensation means, the lenses 3 and 13 may
be absent, so that the polarizing beam combiner is up-
stream of lens elements 23 comprised in the projection
system.
[0033] In order to optimally exploit the beam combining
property of a polarizing beam combiner (i.e. to reduce
loss of radiation energy) the electromagnetic radiation of
the patterned beams 24 and 224 is linearly polarized,
such that the electric field of beam 24 is oriented sub-
stantially parallel to the plane of Figure 2 ("P-polariza-
tion"), and the electric field of beam 224 is oriented sub-
stantially perpendicular to the plane of Figure 2 ("S-po-
larization"), for example.
[0034] An additional advantage of said states of polar-
ization of the patterned beams occurs in combination with
dipole illumination. When a dipole exposure is performed
using linearly polarized electromagnetic radiation, where
the electric field is oriented substantially perpendicular
to the axis joining the two (main) poles in the dipole pat-
tern, and where that axis is then substantially perpendic-
ular to the mask features being imaged in the exposure,
the said electric field will be substantially parallel to those
features. This can greatly increase the efficiency of the
exposure, producing inter alia greatly increased image
contrast; see in this regard European Patent Application
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Number 00308528.9 published as EP 1 091 252 A.
[0035] However, it may be desirable to change the
state of polarization after the two patterned beams are
combined. For instance, circularly polarized patterned
beams may be less sensitive to polarization-dependent
imaging properties of the projection system. The current
embodiment therefore provides for the presence of a λ/
4 plate 22 ("quarter wave plate") downstream of the po-
larizing beam combiner. With its main axes oriented at
45 degrees with respect to said S- and P-polarization
directions, this plate will convert the combined patterned
beam to a substantially circularly polarized patterned
beam 2224 before it passes through the remainder of the
optical system 23 and is imaged on the substrate 25.
[0036] The radiation systems 1 and 11 may comprise
(either remote or integrated) radiation sources that pro-
duce linearly polarized light. This can be exploited to ef-
fect above-mentioned S- and P-polarization states of the
patterned beams. It is also possible to secure said linear
polarization states by means of linear polarizing filters
placed at suitable locations in the first and second pro-
jection beams.
[0037] As shown in Figure 3, the two masks 2, 12 are
mounted on a combined mask table 30. The first mask
2 is mounted horizontally on a first section 30a of the
mask table and the second mask 12 is mounted vertically
on a second section 30b of the mask table. This allows
the two masks to be scanned together, with reduced risk
of misalignment between the two exposures. A single
long-stroke actuator is used to drive the mask table 30,
while separate short-stroke actuators adjust the position
of each of the masks 2, 12 relative to the mask table 30.
[0038] In order to ensure that (given the fact that the
exposure build-up at the substrate as a result of the en-
ergy supplied by both patterned beams involves a single
scanning speed) the exposure doses of the two expo-
sures are each within tolerance, variable attenuators are
part of the radiation systems 1 and 11. With these variable
attenuators the exposure dose of radiation impinging on
the substrate target area can be tuned for each of the
two patterned projection beams, independently of each
other. One should note that a change of scan speed will
affect the exposure dose for each patterned projection
beam in the same way.
[0039] Since the second patterned beam is projected
onto the substrate simultaneously with the first patterned
beam, the mutual coherence between the two beams
should be as low as possible in order to minimize inter-
ference between the two projected images. The concept
of coherence involves the coherence length along the
direction of propagation of the radiation (referred to here-
after by "temporal coherence") and the coherence length
in a direction perpendicular to the direction of propagation
(referred to hereafter as "spatial coherence"). The spatial
coherence generally does not create a problem because
radiation sources, such as excimer lasers or mercury arc
lamps, typically generate light with a low spatial coher-
ence. The spatial coherence is typically, for instance, so

low that the phenomenon of speckle, which is directly
related to spatial coherence, is not an issue for optical
lithography. To avoid the occurrence of temporal coher-
ence, the use of two separate radiation sources, one for
each radiation system, is envisioned in the current em-
bodiment.
[0040] In another embodiment, the polarizing beam
combiner is a plate beam splitter or a pellicle beam split-
ter, used as beam combiner. Cube-shaped polarizing
beam-combiners such as element 21 in Figure 2 are usu-
ally made of two prism-shaped components (of which at
least one is provided with a dielectric, beam-combining
coating on the hypotenuse surface) bonded together at
the hypotenuse surfaces. The occurrence of this bond
may cause problems such as instability due to radiation
impact, or out-gassing, causing contamination. Further,
the presence of a cube-shaped element in the path tra-
versed by the patterned beam may cause specific image
aberrations that have to be corrected for (or at least have
to be minimized) in the projection system. The use of a
plate beam combiner or a pellicle beam combiner allevi-
ates these problems. These beam combiners feature a
single, planar-parallel substrate carrying a beam com-
biner coating so that an optical bond interface is absent.
Further, the carrier substrate can be sufficiently thin (for
instance of the order of microns in the case of a pellicle
beam combiner) to avoid the occurrence of intolerable
optical aberrations.
[0041] A next embodiment is shown schematically in
Figure 4. Here, the projection beams of radiation 4 and
14, supplied by respectively the radiation systems 1 and
11, are produced by a single radiation source LA. The
projection beam 41 emanating from the source LA is di-
vided by a beam splitter 212 into a first projection beam
42 supplied to radiation system 1, and a second projec-
tion beam 43, which traverses elements 213 and 214,
and which is supplied to radiation system 2. The elements
213 and 214 can, for instance, be folding mirrors, as
shown in Figure 4.
[0042] A possible detrimental effect, caused by tem-
poral coherence between the patterned beams 24 and
224 (in Figure 4), is avoided due to the difference of path-
length of the two beams between the splitter 212 and the
patterning means 2, 12, respectively.
[0043] The beamsplitter 212 may be a polarizing beam
splitter (for instance a polarizing plate beam splitter or a
polarizing cube beam splitter). The fact that, in general,
excimer lasers produce linearly polarized light, can then
be exploited: by rotationally positioning the polarization
of the laser at an angle of 45 degrees with respect to the
x,y directions as shown in Figure 4, the beamsplitter 212
will endow P- and S- polarization to the projection beams
42 and 43 respectively, whilst minimizing a loss of radi-
ation energy. In addition, the use of linear polarizers, as
mentioned above, can be avoided this way.
[0044] In another embodiment, the beamsplitter 212
comprises a plurality of beamsplitters 50; arranged in par-
allel, as shown in Figure 5. Each beam splitter 50 features
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a different ratio between the energy endowed to the trans-
mitted beam and the energy endowed to the reflected
beam. By moving the beamsplitter 212 in a direction par-
allel to the beam splitting surface, indicated by the arrow
51 in Figure 5, the ratio between the exposure dose of
the patterned radiation beam 24 and the patterned radi-
ation beam 224 can be adjusted without substantially
changing the energy of the combined patterned beam
2224. This adjustment means can be used simultane-
ously to set the required exposure dose for both patterned
beams, given a single scanning speed. The use of vari-
able attenuators, as mentioned above, for this purpose,
can be avoided this way. Consequently, the required ex-
posure dose can be effectuated at a higher scanning
speed.
[0045] Whilst specific embodiments of the invention
have been described above, it will be appreciated that
the invention may be practiced otherwise than as de-
scribed. The description is not intended to limit the inven-
tion which is defined by the claims.

Claims

1. A lithographic scanning projection apparatus com-
prising:

- a radiation system (1) for providing a projection
beam (4) of radiation;
- a support structure (30) for supporting pattern-
ing means (2), the patterning means (2) serving
to pattern the projection beam (4) according to
a desired pattern, wherein said support structure
(30) is further for supporting supplementary pat-
tering means (12);
- a substrate table (WT) for holding a substrate
(W; 25);
- a projection system (PL; 20) having a magni-
fication less than 1 for projecting the patterned
beam (24) onto a target portion of the substrate
(W; 25);
- long-stroke actuating means for positioning the
support structure (30);
- first short-stroke actuating means for position-
ing the patterning means (2) relative to the sup-
port structure (30); and
- second short-stroke actuating means for posi-
tioning the supplementary patterning means
(12) relative to the support structure (30); char-
acterized by
a means (11) arranged to provide a supplemen-
tary projection beam (14) of radiation onto said
supplementary patterning means (12) such that
said supplementary patterning means (12) pat-
terns the supplementary projection beam (14)
according to a supplementary pattern; and
- means (PL; 20) arranged to project both pat-
terned projection beams (24, 224) simultane-

ously onto the substrate (W; 25) in overlapping
registry with one another.

2. A lithographic scanning projection apparatus ac-
cording to Claim 1, wherein said support structure
(30) supports both patterning means (2,12) such that
the major face of each patterning means is substan-
tially orthogonal to the major face of the other pat-
terning means.

3. A lithographic scanning projection apparatus ac-
cording to any preceding Claim, wherein said pro-
jection system (20) combines both patterned beams
(24, 224) and projects the combined beam onto the
target portion of the substrate.

4. A lithographic scanning projection apparatus ac-
cording to any preceding Claim, wherein said sup-
plementary projection beam is (14) provided by a
supplementary radiation system (11).

5. A lithographic scanning projection apparatus ac-
cording to any preceding Claim, wherein both pro-
jection beams (4, 14) are plane polarized beams.

6. A lithographic scanning projection apparatus ac-
cording to Claim 5, wherein the projection beams (4,
14)are combined using a polarizing beam-combiner
(21).

7. A lithographic scanning projection apparatus ac-
cording to Claim 6, wherein said polarizing beam-
combiner (21) is part of the projection system (20);
and said projection system further comprises a λ/4
plate (22).

8. A lithographic scanning projection apparatus ac-
cording to any preceding Claim, wherein the projec-
tion beams are substantially mutually incoherent.

9. A lithographic scanning projection apparatus ac-
cording any preceding Claim, wherein both pattern-
ing means (2, 12) are masks.

10. An apparatus according to any preceding Claim,
wherein at least one radiation system (1, 11) com-
prises a radiation source (LA).

11. An apparatus according to any one of Claims 4 to 9
further comprising a single radiation source (LA) for
supplying a beam of radiation to the radiation system
(1) and to the supplementary radiation system (11).

12. A device manufacturing method using a lithographic
scanning projection apparatus comprising the steps
of:

- providing a substrate (W; 25) that is at least
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partially covered by a layer of radiation-sensitive
material;
- providing a projection beam of radiation (4) us-
ing a radiation system;
- supporting a patterning means (2) on a support
structure (30) and using it to endow the projec-
tion beam with a pattern in its cross-section;
- projecting with a projection system (PL; 20)
having a magnification less than 1 the patterned
beam (24) of radiation onto a target portion of
the layer of radiation-sensitive material;
- supporting a supplementary patterning means
(12) on said support structure (30);
- positioning the support structure (30) with a
long-stroke actuator;
- positioning the patterning means (2) relative to
the support structure (30) with a first short-stroke
actuator; and
- positioning the supplementary patterning
means (12) relative to the support structure (30)
with a second short-stroke actuator character-
ized by providing a supplementary projection
beam (14) of radiation onto said supplementary
patterning means (12) to pattern the supplemen-
tary projection beam (14) according to a supple-
mentary pattern that is different to the pattern of
the patterning means (2) and projecting the sup-
plementary patterned beam (224) onto the layer
of radiation sensitive material simultaneously
with the patterned beam.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein lithographischer abtastender Projektionsappa-
rat, der umfasst:

- ein Bestrahlungssystem (1) zur Bereitstellung
eines Projektionsstrahls (4);
- eine Haltestruktur (30) zum Halten eines Mu-
sterbildungsmittels (2), wobei das Musterbil-
dungsmittel (2) dazu dient, den Projektions-
strahl (4) gemäß einem gewünschten Muster zu
prägen, wobei die besagte Haltestruktur (30)
weiterhin dazu dient, ein zusätzliches Muster-
bildungsmittel (12) zu halten;
- einen Substrattisch (WT), um ein Substrat (W;
25) zu halten;
- ein Projektionssystem (PL; 20) mit einer Ver-
größerung kleiner als 1, um den geprägten
Strahl (24) auf einen Zielabschnitt des Substra-
tes (W;25) zu projizieren;
- langhubige Steuerungsmittel zur Positionie-
rung der Haltestruktur (30); und
- erste kurzhubige Steuerungsmittel zur Positio-
nierung des Musterbildungsmittels (2) relativ zur
Haltestruktur (30); und
- zweite kurzhubige Steuerungsmittel zur Posi-

tionierung des zusätzlichen Musterbildungsmit-
tels (12) relativ zur Haltestruktur (30);

gekennzeichnet durch:

- ein Mittel (11), so eingerichtet, einen zusätzli-
chen Projektionsstrahl (14) auf benanntes zu-
sätzliches Musterbildungsmittel (12) derart zu
liefern, dass das benannte zusätzliche Muster-
bildungsmittel (12) den zusätzlichen Projekti-
onsstrahl (14) gemäß eines zusätzlichen Mu-
sters prägt; und
- Mittel (PL;20), so eingerichtet, beide geprägten
Projektionsstrahlen (24, 224) gleichzeitig auf
das Substrat (W;25) in überlappender Deckung
miteinander zu projizieren.

2. Ein lithographischer abtastender Projektionsapparat
gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die benannte Haltestruk-
tur (30) beide Musterbildungsmittel (2, 12) derart
hält, dass die Hauptansicht jedes Musterbildungs-
mittels substantiell rechtwinklig zur Hauptansicht
des anderen Musterbildungsmittels ist.

3. Ein lithographischer abtastender Projektionsapparat
gemäß eines vorhergehenden Anspruchs, wobei
das benannte Projektionssystem (20) beide gepräg-
ten Strahlen (24, 224) kombiniert und den kombi-
nierten Strahl auf einen Zielabschnitt des Substrates
projiziert.

4. Ein lithographischer abtastender Projektionsapparat
gemäß eines vorangehenden Anspruchs, wobei der
benannte zusätzliche Projektionsstrahl (14) durch
ein zusätzliches Strahlungssystem (11) geliefert
wird.

5. Ein lithographischer abtastender Projektionsapparat
gemäß eines vorhergehenden Anspruchs, wobei
beide Projektionsstrahlen (4, 14) eben polarisierte
Strahlen sind.

6. Ein lithographischer abtastender Projektionsapparat
gemäß Anspruch 5, wobei die Projektionsstrahlen
(4, 14) kombiniert werden durch Verwendung eines
polarisierenden Strahlmischers (21).

7. Ein lithographischer abtastender Projektionsapparat
gemäß Anspruch 6, wobei der benannte polarisie-
rende Strahlmischer (21) Teil des Projektionssy-
stems (20) ist; und das benannte Projektionssystem
weiterhin ein λ/4-Plättchen (22) umfasst.

8. Ein lithographischer abtastender Projektionsapparat
gemäß eines vorhergehenden Anspruchs, worin die
Projektionsstrahlen im wesentlichen inkohärent zu-
einander sind.
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9. Ein lithographischer abtastender Projektionsapparat
gemäß eines vorhergehenden Anspruchs, worin bei-
de Musterbildungsmittel (2, 12) Masken sind.

10. Ein Apparat gemäß eines vorhergehenden An-
spruchs, wobei mindestens ein Strahlungssystem
(1, 11) eine Strahlungsquelle (LA) umfasst.

11. Ein Apparat gemäß einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 9,
der weiterhin eine einzelne Strahlungsquelle (LA)
zur Lieferung eines Stahls zum Strahlungssystem
(1) und des zusätzlichen Strahlungssystems (11)
umfasst.

12. Ein Geräteherstellungsverfahren, das einen litho-
graphischen abtastenden Projektionsapparat ver-
wendet, die Schritte umfassend:

- das Bereitstellen eines Substrates (W;25), das
zumindest teilweise bedeckt ist durch eine Lage
von strahlungssensitivem Material;
- das Bereitstellen eines Projektionsstrahls (4)
durch ein Strahlungssystem;
- das Halten eines Musterbildungsmittels (2) auf
einer Haltestruktur (30) und seiner Verwendung,
um dem Projektionsstrahl ein Muster in seinem
Querschnitt aufzuprägen;
- Projizieren des geprägten Strahls (24) mit ei-
nem Projektionssystem (PL; 20) mit einer Ver-
größerung kleiner als 1 auf einen Zielabschnitt
der Lage strahlungssensitiven Materials;
- Halten eines zusätzlichen Musterbildungsmit-
tels (12) auf besagter Haltestruktur (30);
- Positionierung der Haltestruktur (30) mit einer
langhubigen Steuerung;
- Positionierung des Musterbildungsmittels (2)
relativ zu der Haltestruktur (30) mit einer ersten
kurzhubigen Steuerung; und
- Positionierung des zusätzlichen Musterbil-
dungsmittels (12) relativ zur Haltestruktur (30)
mit einer zweiten kurzhubigen Steuerung;

gekennzeichnet durch:

- Bereitstellen eines zusätzlichen Projektions-
strahls (14) auf besagte zusätzliche Musterbil-
dungsmittel (12) um den zusätzlichen Projekti-
onsstrahl (14) gemäß eines zusätzlichen Mu-
sters, das unterschiedlich zum Muster des Mu-
sterbildungsmittels (2) ist, zu prägen; und
- Projizieren des zusätzlichen geprägten Strahls
(224) auf die Lage strahlungssensitivem Mate-
rials gleichzeitig mit dem geprägten Strahl.

Revendications

1. Appareil de projection à balayage lithographique,

comportant:

- un système de rayonnement (1) pour fournir
un faisceau de projection (4) de rayonnement ;
- une structure de support (30) pour supporter
un moyen de façonnage (2), le moyen de façon-
nage (2) servant à façonner le faisceau de pro-
jection (4) conformément à un motif voulu, ladite
structure de support (30) étant de plus destinée
à supporter un moyen de façonnage supplé-
mentaire (12) ;
- une table de substrat (WT) pour porter un subs-
trat (W ; 25) ;
- un système de projection (PL; 20) ayant un
grossissement inférieur à 1 pour projeter le fais-
ceau façonné (24) sur une partie cible du subs-
trat (W ; 25) ;
- un moyen d’actionnement à longue course
pour positionner la structure de support (30) ; et
- un premier moyen d’actionnement à courte
course pour positionner le moyen de façonnage
(2) par rapport à la structure de support (30) ; et
- un second moyen d’actionnement à courte
course pour positionner le moyen de façonnage
supplémentaire (12) par rapport à la structure
de support (30) ;
- caractérisé par :

- un moyen (11) agencé pour fournir un fais-
ceau de projection supplémentaire (14) de
rayonnement sur ledit moyen de façonnage
supplémentaire (12) de telle sorte que ledit
moyen de façonnage supplémentaire (12)
façonne le faisceau de projection supplé-
mentaire (14) conformément à un motif
supplémentaire ; et
- un moyen (PL ; 20) agencé pour projeter
simultanément les deux faisceaux de pro-
jection façonnés (24, 224) sur le substrat
(W ; 25) en alignement avec chevauche-
ment l’un avec l’autre.

2. Appareil de projection à balayage lithographique se-
lon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite structure
de support (30) supporte les deux moyens de façon-
nage (2, 12) de telle sorte que la face principale de
chaque moyen de façonnage est sensiblement or-
thogonale à la face principale de l’autre moyen de
façonnage.

3. Appareil de projection à balayage lithographique se-
lon l’une quelconque des revendications précéden-
tes, dans lequel ledit système de projection (20)
combine les deux faisceaux façonnés (24, 224) et
projette le faisceau combiné sur la partie cible du
substrat.

4. Appareil de projection à balayage lithographique se-
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lon l’une des revendications précédentes, dans le-
quel ledit faisceau de projection supplémentaire (14)
est fourni par un système de rayonnement supplé-
mentaire (11).

5. Appareil de projection à balayage lithographique se-
lon l’une quelconque des revendications précéden-
tes, dans lequel les deux faisceaux de projection (4,
14) sont des faisceaux polarisés plans.

6. Appareil de projection à balayage lithographique se-
lon la revendication 5, dans lequel les faisceaux de
projection (4, 14) sont combinés en utilisant un com-
bineur de faisceaux polarisant (21).

7. Appareil de projection à balayage lithographique se-
lon la revendication 6, dans lequel ledit combineur
de faisceaux polarisant (21) fait partie du système
de projection (20) ; et ledit système de projection
comporte de plus une plaque λ/4 (22).

8. Appareil de projection à balayage lithographique se-
lon l’une quelconque des revendications précéden-
tes, dans lequel les faisceaux de projection sont sen-
siblement mutuellement incohérents.

9. Appareil de projection à balayage lithographique se-
lon l’une quelconque des revendications précéden-
tes, dans lequel les deux moyens de façonnage (2,
12) sont des masques.

10. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel au moins un système de
rayonnement (1, 11) comporte une source de rayon-
nement (LA).

11. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
4 à 9, comportant de plus une source de rayonne-
ment unique (LA) pour délivrer un faisceau de rayon-
nement au système de rayonnement (1) et au sys-
tème de rayonnement supplémentaire (11).

12. Procédé de fabrication de dispositif utilisant un ap-
pareil de projection à balayage lithographique com-
portant les étapes consistant à :

- fournir un substrat (W ; 25) qui est au moins
partiellement couvert d’une couche de matériau
sensible à un rayonnement ;
- fournir un faisceau de projection de rayonne-
ment (4) en utilisant un système de
rayonnement ;
- supporter un moyen de façonnage (2) sur une
structure de support (30) et l’utiliser pour doter
le faisceau de projection d’un motif dans sa sec-
tion transversale ;
- projeter avec un système de projection ayant
un grossissement inférieur à 1 le faisceau fa-

çonné (24) de rayonnement sur une partie cible
de la couche de matériau sensible à un
rayonnement ;
- supporter un moyen de façonnage supplémen-
taire (12) sur ladite structure de support (30) ;
- positionner la structure de support (30) à l’aide
d’un actionneur à longue course ;
- positionner le moyen de façonnage (2) par rap-
port à la structure de support (30) à l’aide d’un
premier actionneur à courte course ; et
- positionner le moyen de façonnage supplé-
mentaire (12) par rapport à la structure de sup-
port (30) à l’aide d’un second actionneur à courte
course;
- caractérisé par:

- la fourniture d’un faisceau de projection
supplémentaire (14) de rayonnement sur le-
dit moyen de façonnage supplémentaire
(12) pour façonner le faisceau de projection
supplémentaire (14) conformément à un
motif supplémentaire qui est différent du
motif du moyen de façonnage (2) ; et
- la projection du faisceau façonné supplé-
mentaire (224) sur la couche de matériau
sensible à un rayonnement en même temps
que le faisceau façonné.
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